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Tell us about what you do, the range and type of your work, and any important 
achievements that you want us to know about (150 words)

I’m a writer, artist, art critic, and activist. I run the White Pube, an independent art criticism 
platform, where I write reviews and institutional critique. I write a monthly advice column for 
Dazed, and am critic-in-residence at the ICA. My critical practice demands artistic quality from 
practitioners and institutions, towards a more equitable, inclusive sector for marginalised 
communities. I’m a member of the 2018-19 Peer Forum at Camden Arts Centre, a group that’s still 
active; I support the mutual development of a group of young, emerging art workers of colour. As 
an artist I’ve shown work at Eastside Projects, Somerset House Studios, Banner Repeater, 
Modern Art Oxford, LUX, ICA & the Bluecoat. Awards and achievements include: Morgan 
Quaintance’s Studio Visit Immaterial Awards 2018 in Criticism for ‘The Problem with Diaspora Art’, 
Dazed100 (2018), the Evening Standard’s Progress1000, New Contemporaries (2016). 

(143 words)


Please tell us how COVID-19 has affected your financial situation, for example due to the 
cancellation of existing and future work, such that you are experiencing severe financial 
hardship (150 words)

TWP has never received public funding, majority of writing/admin is done unpaid. My income 
comes from teaching (UK/internationally), talks, symposiums and events. I have a day-job outside 
the arts working freelance in the travel industry; it wasn’t enough to sustain me entirely, since 
March my hours/pay has been halved indefinitely, and I’m ineligible for furlough pay. All upcoming 
jobs for TWP from March onwards have been cancelled: column for Dazed (£200/month), talk at 
Generator Projects (£250), teaching in Tallinn (€500), consultation for Forensic Architecture (£281), 
commissioned review for ICA (£200). Work typically comes in 2 weeks before the engagement, so 
I can’t provide a confirmed total loss of income. 


I'm adapting to the new working environment; but jobs are accumulating slowly, the loss of 3 
months’ income is a considerable one, considering my precarity to begin with. I’m applying for 
£1837 based on earnings from April-June 2019. If granted, it will pay living costs so I can continue 
writing and contributing to the arts, enabling me time and resources to put back into TWP; to 
scale up operations and content, develop a podcast & merchandise, and increase the publishing 
schedule for texts on the website. The money would be put back into the arts ecology, by paying 
designers to collaborate with us on these endeavours, and sustain the work until it’s financially 
sustainable on its own. 
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